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what will happen. Thus, such xit will -w4.th-- be with my word. Or , thus,

my word. will ex be, but if you we going to that, in English , if you. have a relative

..a.aeam-. clause following words, it has th be given a immediately t after, othrwje

there is no way to bring it in. You could say thus it will be with my word. . It

is a free a rendering, but get the idea. That will be with my word. and then you

go on, but if you. are going to-i34- say, thus my word. will be, then you a haveto

give a relative. Thus* will be my word. wit which will go out from my mouth.

Now, there are two ways that you can take this. Thus, will be vi my word. which

will go out, or thus will be kk my word. which is in the habit of going out.

You can take it as a future, or as a frequ..ntiztive. It maice a difference in.

the sentence. Thus It will be with my word. which will go out. I am .e9ng-4e

going to give a command. This command. Will be fulfilled .... thus , it dew does

happen...In other words, this is my regular practice. There are two possibkilities

-and keep them both in mind, and. see if you find. evidence. to show us tk which

is meant. Which will go out from my "t4 m.th mouth, the meaning is until but the

word. 4- moans unless. 't wont be returns d. to me until, unless something has happeed.

-it wont come back empty . t wont come bak at all in fact, unless something

has first happened. It eeM4mMe will continue to be operative.until something

has happened.. And when this has happened., the word. Is fulfilled.. But the thing

which the word involves is going to occur. Yes? It is not so. Noa t so are the

wicked., but ji...rather. There isa definite --not this way,but tig, and.. that might

fit better. But that would hardly fit in the previous part, would it. It wont

return unto me but ±bc unless-that should. fit well in thesecond. But rather...

however, in Psalms 1 44-4.s the wicked ones are not so, but t rather are like

that analogy doesn't fit. And all thathe ma does will jmsper,but the wicked are

not this way, but rather they are like the chaff which the wind. f drive s away.

In this case that is the cempnrIs-4 comparison with things -over hero in Isa.

it is x follow. d.by an action, so I rather think that ..but rather it has done.

If it were a noun. But I am inclined to think that --this is probably in this
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